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Great coloring book! I really love this book! Great paper quality and great girliy images. The
pencils that come with the book aren't very good but it's totally well worth the price anyway! It's
sort of the same encounter and hairdo in each pic with few variants, though the outfits and
backgrounds are great nad there's an amazing array there. Totally cute in case you are a little
woman or a grown-up who loves to color as a spare time activity (it is rather relaxing, I find) this
is a good quality coloring book with sharp black lines and good fine detail.There is a 'Glamor
Girl' theme to the one therefore there are various dresses and high heels in addition to a few
dogs, frou-frou homes and cars etc. There are lots of fun outfits to color though I really do wish
there is more range with the facial skin and hair. Those of us who color probably have our own
set of crayons or coloured pencils anyhow, both work well on this paper. I've not tried markers
yet but this looks like even more of a crayon/pencil coloring reserve FYI. Another useful hint to
anyone girly: Have a whole lot of pink and purple on hand in as much shades as possible, you'll
NEED it! Hard to Find Hard to Find coloring book for kid. LOL! Happy to have discovered it here.
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